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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation contains the methods and results of a relatively recent lineament mapping and analysis investigation, along with a data exploration of potential relationships between lineament density and oil production, conducted in the northeastern Williston basin of North Dakota, focused on the Parshall area.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Parshall area for this study is as an area covered by a 1:250,000 scale quadrangle that is centered on Mountrail county that  covers an area just over 6,390 square miles.  Major fields associated with the study area include the Parshall and Spanish fields located In the center portion of the map area, and those oil and gas fields associated with oil and gas production on the Nesson anticline.  The selection of a 1:250K lineament mapping area was decided upon in order to be consistent with contemporary lineament mapping studies and to serve as a foundation for future lineament mapping work throughout North Dakota.  Lake Sakakawea is the major surface water body in the study area that runs from the south-central portion of the map area north and west towards the west central portion of the map area.  No attempt was made to map or correlate lineaments under the areas currently covered by the lake.



Definition & Description of Lineaments

Lineament: An extended mappable linear or curvilinear feature of a surface whose parts 
align in straight or nearly strait relationships that may be the expression of folds, fractures, or 
faults in the subsurface (Sabins, 2000).
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Presentation Notes
Lineaments can be defined as extended, mappable, linear or curvilinear features of a surface whose parts align in straight or nearly straight relationships that may be the expression of folds, fractures, or faults in the subsurface.  Examples of lineament expression include tonal variations in aerial and satellite imagery and alignments of topography, such as ridgelines or drainages.
In addition to simply mapping lineament orientations, there are several other interesting properties of lineaments such as lineament intersection, density, and connectivity that can and were explored as a part of this investigation. 



• Visual/Manual 
Desktop Methods

• Various Scales*
– 1:24K, 
– 1:100K,
– 1:250K, 
– 1:500K,
– 1:1,000,000

• ArcGIS for .tiff 
georeferencing.

Lineament Mapping

NDGS Geologist Fred J. Anderson reviewing lineament mapping work 
completed on LANDSAT 7 (ETM+) Imagery.
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Presentation Notes
For this investigation, lineaments were mapped using a desktop visual-manual inspection method at multiple scales ranging from 1:24,000 to 1:1,000,000.  One set of lineaments was mapped for each respective data source, for example, lineaments mapped from shaded relief data or aerial imagery.  Four individual data sources were selected for lineament mapping and included: lineaments previously published and compiled specifically for the Parshall area, USGS shaded relief data, USDA NAIP imagery, and LANDSAT-7 ETM+ data.  Lineaments mapped were imported into ArcGIS for georeferencing and final map presentation.  The lineaments from each data set were further combined into a single “merged” set of lineaments for characterization, analysis, and lineament density mapping.



Historical (Previously Published) Lineaments

2000’s (Red): 2006, Penner and Cosford, Kreis and Kent, 2000.
1990’s (Orange): 1995, Friesatz; Gibson; Inden and Burke; Shurr.
1980’s (Yellow): 1987, Brown and Brown; Downey, et.al.;   

Gerhard, et.al.; Mollard; Oglesby; Peterson and MacCray.
1980’s (Green): 1986, Anna; Maughan and Perry; 1984, Hayes; 

Hindman; 1983, Cooley.
1970’s (Blue): 1975, Haman; 1974, Kent; Thomas; 1970, Erickson.

• 1,608 Lineaments Mapped

• DL = 0.25 L/mi2

•Heavily Influenced by 
the Cooley (1983) data

•Coarse NW-NE   
Orthogonal Fabric is  
Readily Discernable
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Lineaments from previously published sources for the Williston Basin were compiled by Ms. Shannon Heinle while a graduate student at the University of North Dakota and were merged with some additional previously published works that included lineaments that were found in the Parshall area.  There were over 1,600 individual lineaments mapped from previous studies which resulted in an overall lineament density of 0.25 lineaments per square mile.  This collection of lineaments was heavily influenced by the LANDSAT lineament mapping work of Cooley in 1983 as several relatively shorter-length lineaments were mapped in that particular study.  What can be seen in this compilation is the coarse NW-NE orthogonal fabric, readily discernable and in generally good agreement with previous small scale lineament mapping studies completed in North America.     
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Presentation Notes
This is a map area view of the Parshall area depicting all of the lineaments mapped as a part of previous studies.  Again, the NW-NE orthogonal orientations of major lineaments are readily observable.  A set of N-S trending lineaments can also be seen near and parallel to the longitudinal axis of the Nesson Anticline.
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Presentation Notes
From the lineaments mapped as a part of previous studies an interesting relationship can be observed between the locations of lineament intersections and producing and non-producing wells.
Here, lineament intersections are shown in red, producing wells in yellow and non-producing wells (dry holes) in black.  It can be argued that many of the producing wells are located close to areas of lineament intersection while many of the dry holes appear to be located generally further away from lineament intersections, except in the Parshall and Sanish field areas which I will comment on later.  I would comment at this point that the well data included here and throughout this investigation, is inclusive up to September 19, 2008.  Comparison of lineament intersection with well information was included in this layer for informational and method demonstration purposes.



NED Shaded Relief Data

• USGS 1997 Nat. Elev. 
Dataset

• Interpreted at a VE = 9X

• Image Color Enhanced 

•5,759 Lineaments Mapped

• DL = 0.9 L/mi2
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The first new set of base layer data used in the lineament mapping was a shaded relief image created from the USGS National Elevation Dataset.  This shaded relief image was constructed with a vertical exaggeration of 9X.  Several sun angles and different color shadings including blue, pink, and yellow were used during lineament identification and mapping to enhance the base map product.  Over 5,700 individual lineaments were mapped which resulted in an overall lineament density of 0.9 lineaments per square mile.  More lineaments were mapped from this data than from any of the others due to the pseudo-3D feel of the image and the detail achievable.  This is commonly the layer where the majority of lineaments are mapped in contemporary lineament studies that use multiple imagery sources in their methodology. 
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Presentation Notes
These are the lineaments mapped from the shaded relief data presented on the basemap of the Parshall Area.  It can be readily observed that general lineament density is greatest in the western and north and south-central portions of the map area generally resulting from the ruggedness of topographic expression and general scarcity of glacial sedimentary cover.  
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Presentation Notes
We can take this a step further and map lineament domains based on a simple visual classification of similar lineament density and character.  Here, seven lineament density domains, labeled I through VII, are mapped and labeled generally from highest lineament density to lowest.  Lineament density domains are found to occur consistent with local structure and geomorphological influences such as the presence of the Nesson Anticline.  Again domain mapping can be done at any stage and was done on this set of data for mostly informational and method demonstration purposes.  





USDA NAIP Imagery

• 2003 USDA National  
Agricultural 
Imaging Program (NAIP)

•Aerial Image Mosaic

• 233 Lineaments Mapped

• DL = 0.036 L/mi2
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The second set of data used for lineament mapping was a digital image mosaic of USDA NAIP imagery collected in 2003.  233 individual lineaments were mapped from this image layer, mapped mostly as consistent linear tonal variations in the imagery which resulted in an overall lineament density of 0.036 lineaments occurring per square mile.  
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Here are the lineaments mapped from the USDA NAIP aerial imagery.  It can be readily seen that the character of lineaments mapped, meaning length and orientation are somewhat unique to this data set.  Lineament density is relatively uniform throughout the map area with three areas of relatively higher lineament density, along the north and southern portions of the anticline and in the central portion of the map area near Sanish Field.  
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The degree of lineament interconnectivity of lineaments mapped from NAIP Imagery in relation to well distribution was briefly explored as shown here.  Lineaments with higher amounts of lineament interconnectivity (meaning the number of times a lineament meets or intersects with another) are shown as warmer colors.  It can be observed that in general. producing wells, shown here in white, tend to be located near lineaments with a higher degree of interconnectivity, again, particularly near the Nesson anticline.





LANDSAT 7 ETM+

• 2002 LANDSAT-7 (ETM+)

•Digital Image Mosaic of 4 Scenes

• Bands 2,4,7 – (BGR) Processed

• 317 Lineaments Mapped

• DL = 0.05 L/mi2
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The final set of base layer data was satellite image data from 2002 collected from the LANDSAT-7 (ETM+) platform.  The image used for mapping was a digital mosaic of 4 individual LANDSAT scenes processed in a Blue, Green, Red combination of visible band 2,  and reflected infrared bands 4, and 7, respectively.  From this image 317 lineaments were identified and mapped with a resulting lineament density of 0.05 lineaments per square mile.
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Here are the lineaments identified and mapped from the LANDSAT imagery.  It can be observed here that there are three zones where lineaments were mapped consisting of lineaments mapped on or near the Nesson Anticline, a NW to SE oriented “fairway” across the central portion of the map area coincident with Parshall, Sanish and Stanley fields.  Also, a third area in the northeastern corner of the map area just off the Missouri escarpment and into the Souris River Basin.  The overall character (i.e. lineament line length) is generally consistent with NW-SE orthogonal trends apparent.  
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Lineaments mapped from LANDSAT 7 ETM+ Data are shown here with Preferred Lineament Orientations highlighted in red that are more normal to current horizontal well leg orientations.  Less favorable lineament orientations are shown in blue.  It is interesting to note here that most producing wells, off structure, tend to be located near lineaments with orientations closer to N 45 deg. W than other lineaments.  Once again, preferred lineament orientation mapping can be done at any stage and was done on this set of data for mostly informational and method demonstration purposes.  





Merged Lineaments

• All lineaments combined

• 7,916 combined lineaments

• DL = 1.2 L/mi2
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All of the lineaments from previous works and mapped from the individual data layers were compiled into a single merged coverage, layer, map, etc.  Bringing all of the lineaments together on one map results in 7,916 combined lineaments resulting in an overall lineament density of 1.2 lineaments per square mile.  The point here is that generally every section of land out there has some sort of linear feature that can be investigated.  This merged layer serves as the basis for the preparation of the lineament density map of the Parshall Area which I will describe a bit later.
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Here are all of the over 7,900 lineaments shown merged together onto the Parshall Area base map.  
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Presentation Notes
Here are all of the lineaments mapped during this investigation that were simply plotted with currently producing wells, shown in red, and non-producing wells, shown in dark gray.  The observation that should be relatively apparent here is that there are not many producing wells located in areas where there are not lineaments mapped.  I would further add that all of the lineament identification and mapping work in this investigation was completed prior to the inclusion of the well data, which was brought in later, in order to remain as objective as possible with a non-automated lineament mapping method.
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The distribution of lineament line lengths for each base data set is reported here and what can be seen is that the distribution of data follow generally lognormal distributions which are commonly characteristic of typical lineament data.  We find more lineaments of relatively shorter lengths than those that are longer regardless of the base data format used.  
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Here the dominant orientations within the lineament data sets are observable, shown both separately and merged, in order to observe the differences in orientations preferential to some of t he data types and how these all blend together in the merged version.  Hold that image of the lineaments mapped from LANDSAT-7 ETM+ imagery as this will be referred to later.
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Lineament density defined as lineament line length per unit area was determined in a cellular manner using the standard one by one mile U.S. Public Land Survey System section as the unit cell.  Individual lineament densities for each section or cell were calculated as the total length of all lineaments falling within the boundaries of that section.  For example, here is a section or the unit cell and within it are three lineaments that fall within the section: L1, L2, and L3.  Each corresponding lineament line length is added and divided by the unit cell, in this case one square mile, which by definition is lineament line length per unit area.  This method of calculating lineament density was selected over others as it was able to represent both the number of lineaments present as well as the lineament length contributing to the overall lineament density found within the cell.  This method was used to construct the grid and nodal data for the following map.
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From all of the lineament data, a lineament density contour map was created by assigning individual lineament density values to a grid on one mile centers corresponding to the centers of sections present on the PLSS grid as I just mentioned.  Eight lineament density classes were chosen across a 2,000 foot lineament density interval with warmer colors depicting areas of greater lineament density and cooler colors depicting areas of lower lineament density.  It can be seen in this map that areas of greater lineament density occur in the western, and north and south-central portions of the map area.  The coarse orthogonal lineament fabric can be observed in the eastern portions of the map area expressed in the 4,000 to 6,000 ft/sq.mi. lineament density class.
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The relationship between the locations of existing producing and non-producing wells was explored by overlaying the well locations on a modified colored version of the contoured lineament density map.  In this version, warmer colors equate to areas of greater lineament density than do cooler colors.  Here, producing wells are highlighted in white and non-producing wells are shown in gray.  It can be observed that most producing wells tend to be located in areas of greater lineament density and non-producing wells tend to be located in areas of lower lineament density. What follows is our recent efforts in attempting to better quantify this observation.
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Returning to our map of merged lineaments, we then elected to pursue some more quantitative methods to enhance our understanding of the relationships between lineaments and wells...
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In order to do that, some basic spatial analysis was completed in ArcGIS by conducting a simple near-analysis of the locations of wells to lineaments and to lineament intersections in order to provide a more quantitative analysis to some of the observed relationships in wells to lineaments.  An ArcGIS near analysis simply selects the nearest feature from one set of data and compares it to the other and reports that distance on a per well basis.  The reported data can then be grouped and analyzed in a number of different ways, here the relationship between producing wells and dry holes was explored in greater detail.
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Presentation Notes
In this slide the distances of wells, both active and dry, from the nearest lineament are shown.  What can be seen here is that on average, active (producing) wells tend to be located closer to a lineament than do dry (non-producing) wells; by around 200-feet. 



-Consider only well 
and lineament 

information east of 
~102.7 W. Long.
(effectively off- 

structure).
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Now, let’s consider only wells and lineaments that are effectively “off-structure” and mask the other data in the study area.
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The average distance of wells to lineaments off structure is 801 feet.  For active wells the distance is 655 feet.  For dry wells the distance is 835 feet.  The difference between an off-structure producing well and dry hole is only 180-ft, on average.  The take away here is that there appears to be a difference and the difference is suggestive of a relationship of well to lineament.



-Consider only well and lineament 
information west of ~102.7 W. Long.

(effectively on-structure).
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Now let’s consider only the well and lineament data that is effectively “on-structure”.  
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On structure the differences are much smaller and arguably negligible to non-existent.  Only a small 15-ft difference between an active and non-producing well is observed in the data, on average.  This makes intuitive sense if we are following the assumption that in areas of major structural development we are indeed more likely to find expression through major and minor structure...lineaments, jointing, fracturing, etc. in a developed area as opposed to a non-developed area.



Well to Lineament Near Analysis Statistical Summary1

Well Description Mean Range Standard
Deviation

Number 
of Wells

All Wells 607 0.6 – 4,563 589 1,739

All Wells  - On Structure 454 0.6 – 2,565 392 972

All Wells  - Off Structure 801 0.6 – 4,563 725 767

Producing Wells 490 0.6 – 3,802 444 704

Producing Wells - On Structure 448 0.6 – 2,565 376 560

Producing Wells - Off Structure 655 5.2 – 3,802 619 144

Dry Wells – All 687 0.6 – 4,563 659 1,035

Dry Wells  - On Structure 463 1.6 – 2,548 413 412

Dry Wells  - Off Structure 835 0.6 – 4,563 744 623
1All results reported in feet.
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Here is the statistical summary compiled from all of the lineament and well data in the Parshall Area for the well to lineament ArcGIS near analysis.  All results reported here are shown in feet.




Well to Lineament Near Analysis Statistical Summary1

Well Description Mean Range Standard
Deviation

Number 
of Wells

All Wells 185 0.2 – 1,391  180 1,739

All Wells  - On Structure 138 0.2 – 782  119 972

All Wells  - Off Structure 244 0.2 – 1,391  221 767

Producing Wells 149 0.2 – 1,159  135 704

Producing Wells - On Structure 137 0.2 – 782 115 560

Producing Wells - Off Structure 200 1.6 - 1,159 189 144

Dry Wells – All 209 0.2 – 1,391 201 1,035

Dry Wells  - On Structure 141 0.5 – 777 126 412

Dry Wells  - Off Structure 255 0.2 – 1,391 227 623
1Results reported in meters.
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Here is the statistical summary compiled from all of the lineament and well data in the Parshall Area for the well to lineament ArcGIS near analysis.  All results reported here are shown in meters.
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Presentation Notes
This slide shows graphically the differences in producing and dry wells in relation to lineaments.  Producing wells on average are located relatively closer to lineaments than are dry wells.  When a well is located on structure, meaning on or near the anticline, there is effectively little difference between the two.  When one is off-structure the difference is much greater.  Numerically, on average, the relative difference in distance from a producing well to a dry hole from a lineament is 180-ft.  The same relationship on and off structure is observed between producing and non-producing wells and is somewhat amplified in the non-producing wells.  However, overall the differences are all well within a standard ¼ section.  
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The relationship between well location and lineament intersection was also explored.  Here the locations of all of the lineament intersections are shown along with producing wells, shown in red, and dry holes, shown in gray.  Since lineament density and intersection clustering go somewhat hand in hand, one can also make a general observation that producing wells appear to be nearer to lineament intersections than do dry or non-producing wells.
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In this slide the distances of wells, both active and dry, from the nearest lineament intersection are shown.  What can be seen here is that on average, active (producing) wells tend to be located closer to a lineament intersection than do dry (non-producing) wells; by just under 500-feet. 



-Consider only well 
and lineament 

information east of 
~102.7 W. Long.
(effectively off- 

structure).
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Now, as we did with the lineaments to wells relationships, let’s consider only the well and lineament data in the eastern part of the Parshall Area, again effectively “off structure”.
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In this slide the distances of wells, both active and dry, from the nearest lineament intersection are shown.  What can be seen here is that on average, active (producing) wells tend to be located closer to a lineament intersection than do dry (non-producing) wells; by over 300-feet. 



-Consider only well and lineament 
information west of ~102.7 W. Long.

(effectively on-structure).
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Now let’s consider only well and lineament intersection information from the “on-structure” area.
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In this slide the distances of wells, both active and dry, from the nearest lineament intersection, both on and off structure, are shown.  What can be seen here is that on average, active (producing) wells on structure tend to be located closer to a lineament intersection than do dry (non-producing) wells on structure; by around 80-ft. 



Well to Lineament Intersection Near Analysis Statistical Summary1

Well Description Mean Range Standard 
Deviation

Number 
of Wells

All Wells 1,715 22 – 7,006 1,178 1,739

All Wells  - On Structure 1,320 22 – 6,252 838 972

All Wells  - Off Structure 2,215 38 – 7,006 1,346 767

Producing Wells 1,422 41 – 5,945 899 704 

Producing Wells - On Structure 1,287 46 – 4,678 771 560 

Producing Wells - Off Structure 1,949 41 – 5,945 1,139 144 

Dry Wells – All 1,914 22 – 7,006 1,298 1,035 

Dry Wells  - On Structure 1,367 22 – 6,252 920 412 

Dry Wells  - Off Structure 2,276 38 – 7,006 1,382 623 
1All results reported in feet.
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Here is the statistical summary compiled from the all of the lineament and well data in the Parshall Area for the well to lineament intersection ArcGIS near analysis.  All results reported here are shown in feet.
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Presentation Notes
In this derivation of a lineament density map individual lineament density values were assigned to the PLSS section grid on one mile centers and eight lineament density classes were chosen across a 2,000 foot lineament density interval with warmer colors depicting areas of greater lineament density and cooler colors depicting areas of lower lineament density.

Well locations were plotted on the map along with the boundaries of current oil and gas fields.

Similar to the lineament density contour map it can be seen that areas of greater lineament density are found in the western and northern and south-central portions of the map area.  



Well Distributions per Lineament Class
Lineament 

Class

Averaged 
Monthly 

Production1 

(bbls)

Averaged 
Production 
Sum (bbls)

No. Producing 
Wells

No. Non- 
Producing 

Wells

Total No. of 
Wells

I 4,451 80,109 18 17 35 

II 2,415 91,754 38 32 70 

III 2,838 255,462 90 77 167 

IV 2,893 451,304 156 167 323 

V 2,731 491,4 94 180 186 366 

VI 2,837 431,157 52 258 410 

VII 2,640 145,201 55 200 255 

VIII 2,731 40,966 15 98 113 

Totals 1,987,447 704 1,035 1,739 
1Averaged monthly production calculated from the first 12 months of well production divided by the total number of wells drilled 
within each lineament density class.
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We then extracted all of the well status and production information from the map area that fell within each of the eight lineament density classes and averaged their first 12-months production (highlighted in this table in yellow) from the producing wells.
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Presenting all of this information graphically what we can see, is that of the wells that have been drilled, the majority of them have been in areas where lineament densities are relatively lower and where overall averaged production is lower as is overall well success rates.  The relatively higher success rates and higher averaged well production are found in wells located in areas of generally higher lineament density (such as within lineament density class V to lineament density class I).  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here the relationship between lineament proximity and Bakken Well Production in the Parshall area was explored.  A lineament interval distance away from the lineament was determined on a 200 foot interval.  Wells that have produced from the Bakken Formation and have 12-months of production reported were chosen and placed in the appropriate interval.  The number of wells within each interval is shown by the green columns.  It can be seen that there is a relatively continuous drop-off in the number of wells within each respective interval.  Averaged 1st year monthly oil production was grouped and averaged for each of the 200-ft intervals and reported for that interval and shown as red circles on the map.  It can be seen that with averaged production, as one moves progressively away from the lineament, production begins to slightly decrease, followed by a variable increase in production (from around 900-ft off lineament), followed by a final decrease in production at a distance of around 1,800 feet off lineament.  I would propose that what we are observing are structural effects that manifest as near-lineament, block or compartmentalized reservoir effects, and far-lineament (effectively none) effects, as a well is located further and further away from a lineament(s).



Lineament Zone Block

Lineament

Block

Earth
Surface
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Units
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Modified from Shurr (1982)
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Several previous workers, such as the work of Shurr (1982), Penner and Cosford (2006), and others, have suggested the identification of structural deformation in the basement through correlation of surface lineaments.  It is this type of relationship that we are looking for in the Parshall area.  In order to accomplish this task of tying surface lineaments in to interpreted basement faults and deformation in the overlying strata we have...



Lineament Intersections 
with 2D Seismic Line

Lineament
Swarms
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...just begun to overlay our lineament maps with available proprietary 2D seismic lines in the Parshall area.  Lineament intersections and lineament swarms intersecting the 2D seismic lines are then mapped onto 2D cross-sections.
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Here, lineament traces and lineament zones (swarms) are mapped onto a 2D cross-section...
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...and interpreted stratigraphic and structural data are brought in underneath the 2D lineament section.  In this example, we can see that structural changes in the middle and lower portions of the section, interpreted as karsting in the Prairie Fm. along with deeper rooted sub-vertical faulting correlate well, effectively 1 to 1 in both cases, with mapped lineament traces and lineament zones.  This provides further evidence and demonstrates that basement structure can be identified from surficial geomorphological expression and can be further used to identify probable reservoir and flow boundaries.
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Finally a brief look at the relationship between lineaments mapped at the regional scale and fractures in core suggest that there is generally good agreement between lineament trends identified from LANDSAT-7 ETM+ imagery (secondary N 77 deg. W trend shown in red) and natural fracture orientations observed in recent fracture studies completed on paleomagnetically oriented cores from the Bakken Formation in the Parshall Area.  This relationship was not as strongly observed in lineaments mapped from other data sources.  



Conclusions
• Producing wells tend to be located relatively closer to lineaments than do 

dry wells.

• The exploration and production trend in the Parshall Area, particularly off 
structure (i.e. east of the Nesson Anticline), has generally been into areas of 
lesser lineament development. 

• Wells drilled in areas of greater lineament development have been shown to 
be generally more successful, with relatively higher overall averaged 
production and success rates.  Wells drilled in areas of lesser lineament 
development appear to result in more dry holes.



Conclusions (contd.)
• Averaged production from wells producing from the Bakken Formation 

appear to follow a variable, decreasing-increasing-decreasing, trend as the 
distance between the well and lineament(s) increases, which may be 
suggestive of; near-lineament, bound reservoir, and far-lineament effects, 
sequentially.

• Mapped lineament trends W/NW (N.75oW.) and E/SE (S.75oE.) appear 
generally consistent with recent industry interpreted fracture trends in 
Bakken core, particularly for lineament trends identified from LANDSAT- 
7 ETM+ imagery, suggesting that regional scale lineament development is 
consistent with reservoir scale natural fractures.

• Surface lineaments can be tied to high-angle faulting, through 2D seismic 
interpretation, originating in the Precambrian basement and propagating 
into overlying Phanerozoic sedimentary strata creating effective reservoir 
boundaries.
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